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ABSTRACT
In this article, we develop a genealogy of international education
studies’ tenets of culture shock and skills deficit. To trace their
emergence, we map the discursive shifts which underpinned cultural
anthropology’s involvement in the administration of US colonial,
domestic, and international affairs respectively in the early 1900s
and 1950s. These shifts are concomitantly linked to the formation
of the field of intercultural communication, of which popularisation in
the form of Hofstede model of “cultural distance” has structured
international education when turning from a Cold War tool of total
diplomacy to an export industry. Taking the development of interna-
tional education in Australia as a case study, we demonstrate how
the shifts in the disciplinary fields aforementioned are best under-
stood as an anti-racist strategy, which mobilisation of the concept of
culture has led to the paradoxical evacuation of the heuristic of race
from the lexicon of intercultural contact between “Asian” interna-
tional students and presumably white host institutions.
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Introduction

Scholars advocating the decolonisation of social sciences and humanities have mounted
powerful critiques of western universities. As Sharon Stein points out,1 they have
unravelled how universities buttress western claims to universalism by reproducing
“racial colonial particularism/difference”;2 exerting the exclusive right to “police, pro-
duce, and possess knowledge”;3 institutionalising the “practices of preserving and
producing certain types of knowledge while eliminating or erasing others”,4 and, lastly,
casting non-western others in the position of “providing information and culture, but
not knowledge”.5 These practices have resulted in an epistemic tradition in which

CONTACT Maria Elena Indelicato mariaelenaindelicato82@gmail.com
1Sharon Stein, “The Persistent Challenges of Addressing Epistemic Dominance in Higher Education: Considering the
Case of Curriculum Internationalization,” Comparative Education Review 61 (2017): S1, S25–50.

2Ibid., 4. See Ramon Grosfoguel, “The Structure of Knowledge in Westernized Universities,” Human Architecture: Journal
of the Sociology of Self-Knowledge 11, no. 1 (2013): 73–90.

3Stein, “The Peristent Challenges,” S29. See John Willinsky, Learning To Divide the World: Education at Empire’s End
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998).

4Stein, “The Peristent Challenges,” S29. See Grace Kyungwon Hong, “The Future of Our Worlds: Black Feminism and the
Poltics of Knowledge in the University under Globalization,” Meridians: Feminism, Race, Transnationalism 8, no. 2
(2008): 95–115.

5Stein, “The Peristent Challenges,” S30. See Walrer Mignolo, “Globalization and the Geopolitics of Knowledge: The Role
of the Humanities in the Corportate University,” Nepantla: Views from South 4, no. 1 (2003): 97–119.
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dominance over others has depended as much on its particular content as it has on its
general “organising principles of progress, possession, universalism, certainty, and
neutralisation of difference”.6 Western epistemology has thus been critiqued as a global
social imaginary where the racialised ordering and differential valuation of humanity is
not merely an effect of either ignorance or exclusion of other cultures/knowledges but
rather condition sine qua non to fulfil the “promise of affluence, universal knowledge,
state ensured security, autonomy, progress, and freedom” for the European descended
subject.7

This appraisal resonates with the stances advanced within the student led-move-
ments Rhodes Must Fall,8 Rhodes Must Fall Oxford,9 Why is my curriculum white?
Why isn’t my professor Black?, and Decolonising our mind.10 These have all aimed to
expose how colonial ways of seeing and being still inform what can be studied and
how;11 whose work qualifies as a canon;12 and who can speak for the whole of
humanity.13 This objective exceeds the multicultural agenda of diversifying what is
taught and who teaches at universities while pointing out to the failure of equality
policies in education: chronic misrepresentation of Black and Ethnic Minority
(BEM) academics;14 lack of support and mentorship for BEM students;15 and the
alienation of both due to being seen as “anti-intellectual” or “outsiders”.16 Anti-
racist scholars of education have likewise critiqued multicultural education for its
focus on cultural differences instead of looking at the ways in which “differences are
used to entrench inequality”.17

Differences notwithstanding, in all these critiques, international students are usually
ignored,18,19 However, due to the objective of opening the field of international

6Stein, “The Peristent Challenges,” S30. See Denise Ferreira da Silva, “To Be Announced: Radical Praxis of Knowing (at)
the Limits of Justice,” Social Text 31, no. 1114 (2013): 43–62.

7Stein, “The Peristent Challenges,” S30. See Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2007).

8University of Cape Town, 2015.
9University of College London, 2014.
10University of London’s School of Oriental and African Studies, 2016.
11Nathaniel Adam Tobias How Philosophy Was “Whitewashed”, “Gender, Race and Philosophy,” The Blog, August 24,
2015, http://sgrp.typepad.com/sgrp/2015/08/how-philosophy-was-whitewashed-an-interview-with-dr-nathaniel-
adam-tobias-coleman-by-aaron-salzer-of-scienceorfat-t.html (accessed July 20, 2017).

12See Zhaleh Boyd, “Reflections on a #WhiteCurriculum,” Dismantling the Master’s House, University College of London,
December 29, 2014, http://www.dtmh.ucl.ac.uk/reflections-whitecurriculum/ (accessed July 20, 2017); Minna Salami,
“Philosophy Has To Be About More Than White Men”, The Guardian, March 23, 2005. https://www.theguardian.com/
education/commentisfree/2015/mar/23/philosophy-white-men-university-courses (accessed July 20, 2017).

13Nathaniel Adam Tobias, “Philosophy is Dead White – and Dead Wrong,” Times Higher Education, March 20, 2014,
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/comment/opinion/philosophy-is-deadwhite-and-dead-wrong/2012122.article
(accessed July 20, 2017); Neda Tehrani, “Why is My Curriculum White?” The Occupied Times, August 27, 2015, https://
theoccupiedtimes.org/?p=14056 (accessed July 20, 2017).

14See Leona Nichole Black, “Why Isn’t My Professor Black? On Reflection,” Runnymede, March 24, 2014, http://www.
runnymedetrust.org/blog/why-isnt-my-professor-black (accessed July 20, 2017).

15See National Union of Students (NUS), Race for Equality. A Report on the Experience of Black Students in further and Higher
Education (2011), https://www.nus.org.uk/PageFiles/12350/NUS_Race_for_Equality_web.pdf (accessed July 20, 2017).

16See Jack Grove, “Black Scholars Still Experience Racism on Campus,” Dismantling the Master’s House, University College
of London, December 8, 2014, http://www.dtmh.ucl.ac.uk/black-scholars-still-experience-racism-campus/ (accessed
July 20, 2017).

17James Banks, “Multicultural Education: Characteristics and Goals,” in Multicultural Education: Issues and Perspectives,
ed. James Banks and Cherry A. McGee Banks, 7th ed. (Hoboken: Wiley, 2010), 14.

18To our knowledge, there is only one study documenting BME students’ university experience which includes
international students. Conducted by the Black Students’ Campaign, this report comprises Black international
students in the research sample but does not engage with any critique of international education. In this sense,
international students are approached the same as their domestic counterparts and differences between the two
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education to the heuristic of race, we focus on the aftermath of WWII since it was
during the Cold War that the figure of the international student became paramount in
the sphere of international relations. As this article will demonstrate, the birth of
international education is inextricable from that of international relations with newly
independent nation-states across the world.

In the first section, we take Australia as a case study to demonstrate the continuities
existing between Cold War study schemes and the current market-oriented paradigm.
We chose Australia as this was the first country which adopted internationalisation as a
state-sponsored educational policy and, consequently, led the way for the internationa-
lisation of higher education in other English-speaking countries. In the second section,
we delve into the emergence of the disciplinary field of whose tenets have informed
international education most: intercultural communication. In tracing the history of
this field back to Cold War cultural anthropology, we demonstrate how the replacement
of the category of race with that of culture in studies concerning inter-group contact at
the level of international relations has effectively precluded the heuristic of race from
the study of international education. In the third section, we approach international
students as much as cultural ambassadors as immigrants. This approach allows us to
trace the ways in which the replacement of the category of race with that of culture has
likewise informed the characterisation of international students as “deficient” learners.
The history of such characterisation, in turn, demonstrates how interculturalism iterates
rather than resolving the epistemic devaluation international students suffer from when
attending western universities.

cohorts framed as a matter of further obstacles to successful study completion: See National Union of Students (NUS),
Race for Equality. A Report on the Experience of Black Students in Further and Higher Education, 20 May 2011, https://
www.nus.org.uk/pagefiles/12238/nus_race_for_equality_web.pdf (accessed July 20, 2017). Reproducing an unspoken
division of labour between scholars who are concerned with race and those who engage with international
education. This division is far from being neutral. Rather, it attests to different histories of discursive formation.
These discursive histories, in turn, have limited what can be studied, what objectives can be pursued, and what
heuristics can be applied. From where, exactly, does this division stem, and what interests has it served over time?
This article addresses these important questions by developing a genealogy of the conceptual tenets informing the
field of international education: culture shock, skills deficit and cultural distance. The birth of these conceptual tenets
could be traced as far back as the early 1900s – that is, when progressive educationalists in the US and UK began
collaborating to inform policies concerning the “natives” in the British colonies of Africa.

19Following the introduction of trusteeship by the League of Nations in 1919, US-based philanthropic foundations
Phelps-Stokes Fund and Carnegie Corporation extended their involvement in education from the domestic realm of
the “Southern Negro” to the international realm of the “native” in Africa. Phelps-Stokes Fund financed two
educational commissions for East and West Africa respectively in 1922 and 1925. Directed by the Fund’s
Educational Director Thomas Jesse Jones, who was also an ordained minister, the two commissions promoted
industrial education and related teaching methods among African “natives” as a means to secure their progressive
advancement under British tutelage: Richard Glotzer, “A Long Shadow: Frederik P. Keppel, The Carnegie Corporation
and the Dominions and Colonies Fund Area Experts 1923–1943,” History of Education: Journal of the History of
Education Society 38, no. 5 (2009): 633–4. In 1934, the Carnegie Corporation allocated a substantial grant to support
“the imperial and international, as distinguished from the domestic” activities of the soon to be established Institute
of Education, University of London. In their vision, under the direction of Fred Clark – who had lived and worked as
Professor of Education in Cape Town and Montreal respectively from 1911 to 1929 and from 1924 to 1920 – the grant
was to foster common values and practices among all educationalists in England as well as its self-governing
dominions of Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, while also supporting the training of teachers in the colonies, and
research in advancing colonial education: Gary McCulloch, “Fred Clarke and the Internationalisation of Studies and
Research in Education,” Paedagogica Historica 50, no. 1 (2014): 128. On the education of colonial subjects in Africa,
see also Edward H. Berman, “American Influence on African Education: The Role of the Phelps-Stokes Fund’s
Education Commissions,” Comparative Education Review 15, no. 2 (1971): 132–45; Henry D’Souza, “External
Influences on the Development of Educational Policy in British Tropical Africa from 1923 to 1939,” African Studies
Review 18, no. 2 (1975): 35–43; Sue Krige, “Segregation, Science and Commissions of Enquiry: The Contestation over
Native Education Policy in South Africa, 1930–36,” Journal of Southern African Studies 23, no. 3 (1997): 491–506.
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Globalisation vs Cold War: periodisation, definition, and policy of
internationalisation of higher education

As Nadine Dolby and Aliya Rahman have noted, international education consti-
tutes an umbrella term comprising a wide array of sub-disciplines20 which have
emerged at different times and under different historical circumstances.21

However, when mapping these sub-disciplines, the aforementioned authors inad-
vertently erase the role that the Cold War had had in their formation. They do so
by rehearsing a progressive linear disciplinary periodisation, emphasising disconti-
nuities over continuities and focusing on the literature produced in the “post-Cold
War era” – that is, when, according to them, all old paradigms were made
obsolete.22 The authors’ review of the field of internationalisation of higher
education, which constitutes the core of our study, exhibits similar deficiencies.
Tracing its roots to the medieval European tradition of itinerant scholars,23 Dolby
and Rahman situate in passing the emergence proper of the field in the aftermath
of WWII as part and parcel of Cold War attempt to consolidate a western
influence over the non-aligned nations.24 Despite registering a research peak in
the 1960s,25 the authors ultimately stress how interest in the field was “resusci-
tated” in the late 1980s as a result of the global race for international students.26

The verb choice of the authors to describe changes within the field is far from
being just curious. To “resuscitate” interest in the internationalisation of higher
education as a Cold War-related phenomenon, it must have first died – that is,
become completely irrelevant to the purpose of addressing problems in the
present.

In this sense, Dolby and Rahman’s periodisation of the field reflects the most cited
definition of internationalisation of higher education, one which emphasises its inter-
dependence on globalisation in the form of a causal relation:

Globalisation is the flow of technology, economy, knowledge, people, values, ideas . . .
across borders. Globalisation affects each country in a different way due to a nation’s
individual history, traditions, culture and priorities. Internationalisation of higher educa-
tion is one of the ways a country responds to the impact of globalisation yet, at the same
time respects the individuality of the nation . . . Globalisation can be thought as the catalyst
while internationalisation is the response, albeit a response in a proactive way.27

This definition is congruent with the shift from a liberal to a neoliberal model of economy
management in the 1990s, which had consequently led to the positioning of higher education
as a pivotal asset to secure national economies by selling education as a commodity as well as
training professionals capable of working cross-culturally. Globalisation is hence understood
as a phenomenon that has intensified asmuch interconnectedness between nations as cultural

20Nadine Dolby and Aliya Rahman, “Research in International Education,” Review of Educational Research 78, no. 3
(2008): 677.

21Ibid., 678.
22Ibid., 680.
23Ibid., 685.
24Ibid., 686.
25Ibid., 710.
26Ibid., 687.
27Jane Knight, “Internationalisation of Higher Education,” in Quality and Internationalisation in Higher Education, ed.
OECD (Paris: OECD, 1999), 14.
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diversitywithin countries. This entailed double effect is unravelled byhow the aforementioned
definition also distinguishes internationalisation from the internationalist scope allegedly
underpinning previous international education schemes:

International is used in the sense of relationships between and among nations, cultures or
countries. But we know that internationalisation is also about relating to the diversity of
cultures that exist within countries, communities, and institutions . . .28

As these passages illustrate, internationalisation is thus by and large understood as a
globalisation-led phenomenon that has no connections whatsoever with pre-dating
study schemes. Contra this paradigm, the history of international education in
Australia demonstrates how such conceptualisation reiterates the suppositions and
objectives informing western “diplomacy” during the Cold War.

Australia has been at the forefront of the internationalisation of higher education,
especially in the strand of studies concerning international students’ academic and
social experiences. This is partly because, since it is deregulation in 1985, international
education rapidly became the third biggest export industry in the country. Australia is
in fact the first country that adopted internationalisation as a state-sponsored policy to
regulate what was already referred to as a market. Whereas this event is usually
recounted as a response to the criticism that Australia’s approach to international
education had been “too much narrowly commercial”,29 it also signals the impact
that the aforementioned transition to a neoliberal national economy had in the way
in which cultural diversity was to be managed in the 1990s. Cultural diversity had in
fact become as much an issue of containing minority groups’ political agency as an
imperative to optimise their economic productivity – that is, channelling their linguistic
and cultural knowledge into the pursuit of national economic competitiveness.30

Otherwise known as productive diversity, this principle was at the core of the policy
of internationalisation, which, accordingly, stressed the importance of educating inter-
national students as a mean to enhance Australia’s economic, political, and cultural
integration within the “fast-growing Asia-Pacific region”31. This idea was not a novelty.
Rather, it represented the primary goal of Cold War study schemes, the Australian
Overseas Student Programme included.

Popularly known as the Colombo Plan, this programme was born out of the
Commonwealth Meeting of Foreign Affairs in the city of Colombo in 1950. There it
was discussed as a proposal for the UK, Australia, and New Zealand to assist South and
Southeast Asian countries by means of economic aid and transfer of technological skills.
Further elaborated in a successive meeting the same year in Sydney, this proposal led to

28Jane Knight, “Updating the Definition of Internationalization,” International Higher Education 33 (2003), 2.
29Kim C. Beazley, International Education in Australian Through the 1990s, Statement (Canberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, 1992), www.voced.edu.au/content/ngv%3A41639 (accessed August 10, 2017). Following the
Tiananmen Square uprising in June 1989, the Australian government decided to close temporarily their visa facilities
in Beijing, which caused the financial collapse of the English Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students
(ELICOS) sector. This inevitably engendered diplomatic tensions with international countries alongside casting doubts
on the ethical standard of Australian educational providers and their marketing strategies: see Maria Elena Indelicato,
Australia’s New Migrants: International Students’ History of Affective Encounters with the Border, Research in Race and
Ethnicity Series (London: Routledge, 2017), 35–8.

30Elsa Koleth, “Multiculturalism: A Review of Australian Policy Statements and Recent Debates in Australia and
Overseas” (research paper no. 6 2010–11, 2010),, 8, http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;
query=Id%3A%22library%2Fprspub%2F272429%22 (accessed August 10, 2017).

31“Beazley, International Education, 6”
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the establishment of the Capital Development Programme and the Technical Co-
Operation Scheme.32 Following this, the Australian government launched the
Overseas Student Programme in 1951 and accordingly allowed thousands of students
to enter Australia over the next three decades as a means to transfer technological
knowledge and skills to war-impoverished countries in the Asia-Pacific.33 As Daniel
Oakman has demonstrated, the Overseas Student Programme was implemented on the
assumption that intercultural contact between the white Australian domestic popula-
tion and international students was sufficient to foster “goodwill and harmony” with the
then newly decolonised nations of the Asia-Pacific.34 In the case of Australia, “goodwill
and harmony” had meant two interrelated objectives. On the one hand, Australia saw in
the rapid decolonisation of the region the opportunity to fill the void left by the British
and therefore establish itself as the new “moral” leader of the region.35 Recapitulations
of Cold War study schemes often omit to mention that these were purportedly designed
to train international students in the knowledge and technological skills deemed
necessary to secure “development” in their countries of origin.36 This had allowed
western donor nations to position themselves as selfless benefactors. Australian inter-
vention in the domestic affairs of its neighbouring countries was consequently couched
within the still standing trope of the “white man’s burden” – that is, the duty to
“‘colonise’ and ‘civilise’ non-white people”.37

The focus on South and Southeast Asian countries made sure that the trope of the
white man’s burden intersected with a set of representations typical of Australia’s anti-
Asian migration discourses and policies – that is, the rhetoric of the yellow peril or
Asian invasion.38 As Rachel Burke has documented in her critical review of the
representations of Colombo Plans students, Australian printed media were replete
with characterisations of Asian countries as an indistinct and overpopulated whole,
whose geographical proximity to Australia they depicted likewise as a concrete threat to
the integrity of its territory, especially after the People’s Republic of China was
proclaimed in 1949.39 When China established Communist governance, all the donor
nations involved in the plan positioned economic development as well as exposure to
the benefits of capitalist democracy as the most effective measures to counter the threat
of communist expansion in the Asia-Pacific.40 In this regard, Australia’s leading role in
the plan was highly commanded by the US, which saw in the biggest white nation in the
region a strategic ally to contain China’s political influence.41 Correspondingly, “Asian”

32Alex Auletta, “A Retrospective View of the Colombo Plan: Government Policy, Departmental Administration and
Overseas Students,” Journal of Higher Education Policy and Management 22, no. 1 (200): 50.

33Ibid.
34Daniel Oakman, Facing Asia: A History of the Colombo Plan (Canberra: Australian National University E-press, 2010),
78–80, http://epress.anu.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/whole7.pdf (accessed August 10, 2017).

35Ibid., 14–15.
36See Alex Auletta, “A Retrospective View of the Colombo Plan: Government Policy, Departmental Administration and
Overseas Students,” Journal of Higher Education Policy and Management 22, no. 1 (2010): 47–58.

37Elaine Laforteza, “White Geopolitics of Neo-Colonial Benevolence: The Australian-Philippine ‘Partnership,’” Critical Race
and Whiteness Studies 3, no. 1 (2007): 3, http://www.acrawsa.org.au/files/ejournalfiles/69ElaineLaforteza.pdf (accessed
August 12, 2017).

38Cfr. Jon Stratton, “Preserving White Hegemony: Skilled Migration, ‘Asians’ and Middle-Class Assimilation,” Borderland
e-Journal 8, no.1 (2009): 1–28.

39Rachel Burke, “Constructions of Asian International Students: The ‘Casualty’ Model and Australia as ‘Educator,’” Asian
Studies Review 30, no. 4 (2006): 336.

40Oakman, Facing Asia, 20–7.
41Ibid., 27–38.
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subjects were characterised as simple-minded, passive subjects who were easily
impressed by ideas such as communism.42 South and Southeast Asian students who
came to study in Australia under the Colombo Plan were no exception. Fears that their
inclusion in the nation could lead to racial contamination were assuaged by means of
representing them according to an Orientalist discursive regime and set of perceptual
practices that defined them as a passive object of Western knowledge and intervention.-
43 News articles were alike abounding with references to them as an undifferentiated
group of grateful, passive, and easily impressionable recipients of aid, who were more-
over smiling or speaking with a “grave, soft voice” when interviewed, spreading the
perception of passivity and gratitude.44

On the other hand, “goodwill and harmony” had meant to counter Asian-Pacific
countries’ longstanding hostility towards Australia’s racially exclusionary migration
policies. To establish itself as “moral” leader of its neighbouring countries, Australia
had to prove it held no racial prejudiced against them.45 In this regard, the nation had
trusted that intercultural contact between the Colombo Plan students and local popula-
tions would have developed “greater understandings of attitudes, prejudices, fears,
motives, customs. . .between East and West”.46 This mutual understanding, in turn,
would have seeded life-long feelings of gratitude and friendship in the students’ heart
while preparing their Australian counterparts to treat Asian nationals as their equal.47

To our knowledge, nowhere in the literature on the history of the Colombo Plan is it
stated from where the Australia’s belief in cultural diplomacy as a means to improve
relations across racial lines stemmed from. However, studies on the so-called inter-
group contact as an instrument to reduce racial prejudice, hostility, and conflict had
grown considerably before and after the WWII. Published in 1954, Gordon Allport’s
The Nature of Prejudice represents the most important study in this field. Yet, most of
his final remarks on the optimal conditions for positive intergroup contact outcomes
were drawn from The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions, which was published in 1947.48

The US’ Social Science Research Council commissioned this study to Robin Williams
Jr., whose duty it was to survey research thus far conducted on the topic.49 Williams
individuated over 50 studies,50 which he used to elucidate five conditions upon which
inter-group contact might lead to the reduction of prejudice, discrimination, and
hostility: participation in activities requiring collaboration as functional equals; equality
or proximity of socio-economic status, interests and tastes; focus upon a common goal
or task rather than the coming together for the purpose of prejudice reduction;
increased direct knowledge of the life of a minority group via individual members
“whose behaviour does not fit stereotyped conceptions”; lastly, “intimate” and

42Burke, “Constructions of Asian International Students,” 337–8.
43Edward Said, Orientalism (London: Penguin Books, 1995), 6–7.
44Burke “Constructions of Asian International Students,” 342 .
45Oakman, Facing Asia, 182–3.
46Ibid., 10.
47Ibid., 17.
48Thomas F. Pettigrew and Linda R. Tropp, “Allport’s Intergroup Contact Hypothesis: Its History and Influence,” in On the
Nature of Prejudice. Fifty Years After Allport, ed. John F. Dovidio, Peter Glick, and Laurie A. Rudman (Malden: Blackwell,
2005), 263.

49Ibid
50Robin M. Williams Jr., The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions: A Survey of Research on Problems of Ethnic, Racial, and
Religious Group Relations (New York: Social Science Research Council, 1947), 32.
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“intensive” contact between groups as casual and public interactions were seen unlikely
to reduce prejudice.51 These conditions, alongside any other findings of the survey,
stemmed from and were intended for studies carried within the scope of improving
racial, ethnic, and religious relations between the many population groups of the United
States.52 Examples referring to “Negroes”, “Jews”, “Catholic”, and “Mexican or Spanish
Americans” are in fact abundant in the text. Yet Williams’ conditions of positive
intergroup contacts greatly resonate with the assumptions underpinning the Cold
War study schemes, the Colombo Plan included. As the Colombo Plan students were
foreseen to become leading figures in their country of origin,53 we can assume they
belonged to the upper and middle classes and therefore shared the same socio-eco-
nomic status as their domestic counterparts. Attending a university or technical college
course fits with the condition of members of different groups pursuing a shared goal or
task in a collaborative manner as functional equals and therefore, in the process,
engaging in meaningful forms of contact.

However, the assumptions underpinning the policy of internationalisation differ
slightly from the previous elaboration of international education in that inter-group
contact was to be aided by infusing universities and schools’ curricula with Asian
studies and languages.54 This variation in the cultural contact hypothesis is no devoid
of history. Rather, it demonstrates the relevance that Language and Culture Studies
accrued in the management of international relations. Further elaboration of this point
goes beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to highlight that this variation functioned
as an acknowledgment that inter-group contact alone was not sufficient to initiate
cultural exchange and understanding. Academic and grey literature on the experience
of international students in Australia and elsewhere has in fact documented at length
their disappointment at the lack of meaningful interactions with local students and
communities since the 1950s.55 Such lack has been moreover tacitly blamed on inter-
national students56 in that intermingling has been rendered by the same literature
dependent on international students’ “adjustment” to the host culture.57 Whereas this
assumption seems to contradict the conditions of positive inter-group contact laid
down by Williams, it stems from further developments in the same field of studies:
intercultural communication. We turn to the emergence of this field of knowledge and
related conceptualisation of culture as a communication style in the next section.

Cold War and anthropology: “national” cultures as communication styles

Prior to the formation of the field of intercultural communication, intercultural contact
had been a priority of applied anthropology. This emerged as a concern between the

51Ibid., 69–71.
52Ibid., 7–35.
53Oakman, Facing Asia, 17.
54Beazley, International Education, 11–12.
55See Henry Tajfel and John L. Dawson, eds., Disappointed Guests: Essays by African, Asian and West Indian Students,
Institute of Race Relations (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), 119–21; Liping Bu, “Educational Exchange and
Cultural Diplomacy in the Cold War,” Journal of American Studies 33, no. 3 (1999): 405–6; Don Smart, Simone Volet,
and Grace Ang, Fostering Social Cohesion in Universities: Bridging the Cultural Divide (Canberra: Australian International
Education, 2000), 10–16, http://researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/8141/ (accessed August 15, 2017).

56Smart, Volet, and Ang, Fostering Social Cohesion, 11.
57Ibid.
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two World Wars and, as Melville Herskovits explicated, it chiefly referred to cultural
anthropologists’ objective of assisting the “reconciliation of natives to the changes
which must inevitably takes place as a result of European contact”.58 In their view,
anthropologists could assist colonial administrators in formulating policies more
favourable to the socio-economic advancement of their native constituency. If informed
by the knowledge of local traditions, colonial policies could help natives to “bridge the
gulf between their primitive cultures and the requirements of modern life without
causing irritation, unrest and . . . demoralisation” among the latter.59 In a different
vein, the term also referred to the resolution of problems confronting western cultures
or civilisations at home.60 In the US, the application of anthropology to the adminis-
tration of Indian affairs had long been established with the Bureau of American
Ethnology.61 Alongside the native populations, since the closing of the frontier and
rapid urbanisation of the country in the early nineteenth century,62 the assimilation or
acculturation of “coloured” minorities and ethnic European immigrants’ respectively to
Anglo-American culture became equally a matter of great debate among
anthropologists.63 Herskovits himself had lobbied for cultural contact or acculturation
studies to be formally included in the field of anthropology.64 When this finally
occurred in 1936, anthropological concepts and research methods became publicly
acknowledged as legitimate means to study cultures other than primitive – that is,
non-literate or literate cultures – in their contact with the European ones or others.65

This enabled applied anthropology to shift first from the administration of colonial to
domestic affairs, and then from domestic to international affairs66 by means of being
enlisted in the US’s WWII effort. In the transition from one stage to the other, Frantz
Boas’ paradigm of relativism had become dominant in the cultural strand of applied
anthropology studies.

Boas, who is regarded as the father of cultural relativism, is credited as the anthro-
pologist who put an end to “scientific racism”. Such was the objective of his study The
Mind of Primitive Man,67 in which he disputed the recapitulation theory. This theore-
tical model, which was by far the most deployed among anthropologists, stemmed from
Ernst Haeckel’s biogenetic theory that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny or, put more
simply, that the development of the individual summarises the history of the anatomical
development of the human race. In the social sciences, this theory translated in four
major premises: all races could be positioned within a singular, linear path of socio-
logical development that has led humanity through the stages of savagery, barbarianism,
and civilisation; individuals belonging to different races could be likewise positioned
within a single, linear path of psychological development which stages reiterate the

58Melville J. Herskovits, “Applied Anthropology and the American Anthropologists,” Science 83, no. 2149 (1936): 216.
59Ibid.
60Ibid.
61Ibid., 222.
62Thomas D. Fallace, Race and the Origins of Progressive Education, 1880–1929 (New York: Teachers College Press, 2015),
59.

63Jerry Gershenhorn, Melville J. Herskovits and the Racial Politics of Knowledge (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2004), 59–63.

64Ibid., 88–9.
65Ibid., 136.
66Ibid., 175.
67Frantz Boas, The Mind of Primitive Man (New York: Macmillan, 1911).
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sociological ones; lastly, and in accordance with these premises, all non-white races
represent earlier stages of psychological and sociological development.68 As a result,
social scientists took the whole of the humanity and ranked it hierarchically according
to their degree of distance from the (Nordic) white race, whose ontogeny and phylo-
geny were respectively taken as the yardstick against which to measure the degree of
development of any other race.69 Race, culture, and language were thus conflated with
each other, and differences in human behaviour and symbolic expressions congruently
understood as biologically determined by race. Against this stance, Boas illustrates how
disparities in achievements among different races were best understood as the result of
historical events rather than the outcome of “material differences of mental capacities in
different races”.70 As such, he then argues, social groups identified as races ought not be
placed upon a pre-existing social hierarchy of predefined sociological stages but rather
approached on their own terms – that is, as the unique result of their complex histories
of interactions with other cultures and surrounding environment.71 From this perspec-
tive, he asserts the “physiological and psychological state of the organism at a certain
moment is a function of its whole history” and not the result of allegedly innate
capabilities.72

Retrospectively identified as cultural relativism or pluralism, Boas’ work against
scientific racism stands at the core of the studies that Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict,
Gregory Bateson, Geoffrey Gorer, Douglas Haring, Clyde Kluckhohn, David
Mandelbaum, and Rhoda Métraux among many other US-based cultural anthropolo-
gists, conducted during and after WWII as formal members of a series of research
organisations, committees, and institutes which stated objective was to improve both
international understanding and communication.73 In 1943, Bateson became involved
in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the precursor of the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), as a “psychology planner”.74 Likewise, Métraux held a position in the
US Strategic Bombing Survey75 and Kluckhohn worked for the Office of War
Information and consequently became the first director of the newly established and
CIA-backed Russian Research Centre at Harvard University.76

Their involvement in the war effort was by no means incidental or sporadic. Rather,
as David Price argues in Cold War Anthropology, it paved the way to cultural anthro-
pologists’ commitment to the Cold War state objective of exporting the US’s democratic
model wherever deemed necessary. As democracy in the country was regarded as
coterminous with its economic, technological, and scientific achievements, they

68Fallace, Race and the Origins, 13–14.
69Ibid., 14.
70Ibid., 106.
71Ibid., 104–5.
72Ibid., 105.
73Wendy Leeds-Hurwitz, “Writing the Intellectual History of Intercultural Communication,” in The Handbook of Critical
Intercultural Communication, ed. Thomas K. Nakayama and Rona Tamiko Halualani (West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell,
2010), 25.

74Sherri J. Conrad, “Executive Order 12,333: Unleashing the CIA Violates the Leash Law,” Cornell Law Review 70, no. 5
(1985): 969–70; Virginia Yans-McLaughlin, “Science, Democracy, and Ethics: Mobilizing Culture and Personality for
World War II,” in Malinowski, Rivers, Benedict and Others: Essays on Culture and Personality, ed. George W. Stocking
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), 184–217; David H. Price, Cold War Anthropology: The CIA, the Pentagon,
and the Growth of Dual Use Anthropology (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016), 63.

75Price, Cold War Anthropology, 63.
76Ibid., 84–7.
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collectively laboured towards expounding new “scientific” theories, methods, and dis-
ciplines (i.e. international relations and area studies) which effectively conflated democ-
racy with development and, accordingly, development with capitalism.77 As Nils
Gilman has argued, this conflation led to the emergence of modernisation as the
dominant paradigm of Cold War era social sciences, which, in turn, justified the US’s
yoking of military interventions with technical assistance, economic aid, and exchange
study schemes in both Africa and the Asia-Pacific.78 Seen as equally important dimen-
sions of US foreign relations, they all become part of what was defined as “total
diplomacy”, the fulfilment of “American leadership of the free world against the
communist world”.79 According to Gilman, as underpinned by the modernisation
theory, this fulfilment narcissistically “echoed and amplified unfolding American senti-
ments about condition of modernity at home”.80 Put more simply, the representation of
non-western nations as total social realities burdened by “outmoded”, “backward”, and
“traditional” cultural norms, means of production, as well as socio-political relations,81

enabled Americans to image their nation as the embodiment of the modern nation-state
par excellence: technologically advanced, socially progressive, politically free, and,
equally important, stoked in wealth. As we showed earlier, Australia’s representation
of its “Oriental” neighbours as economically and technologically “underdeveloped” had
sought likewise to project a self-image of the nation as the “authoritative master” or
“moral” leader of the Asian-Pacific region.

In this climate, and contra the ethnographic tradition of in situ studies, Mead,
Métraux, and Benedict developed theories and methods to study national cultures at
distance. As Mead herself explicates in The Study of Culture at Distance, such finesse
had been made necessary by the lack of access to many of the countries of their
government’s interest either because of “active warfare” – as had been the case with
Germany and Japan in the early 1940s – or because of “barriers to travel and research”
– as was the case with the Soviet Union and the Peoples’ Republic of China.82 To shed
light on the “national character” of these countries, culture was operationalised as an
accumulative and systematised result of behaviour acquired by means of rearing
practices or interactions between children and adults. Not biologically determined but
learnt, culture was defined as the “total shared, learned behaviour of a functionally
autonomous society that has maintained its existence through a sufficient number of
generations . . .”.83 Learnt, and not biologically determined, cultural behaviour was more

77Bruce Cumings, “Boundary Displacement: The State, the Foundations and Area Studies During and After the Cold
War,” in Learning Places: The Afterlives of Area Studies, ed. Masao Miyoshi and H. D. Harootunian (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2002), 264.

78Nils Gilman, Mandarins of the Future: Modernization Theory in Cold War America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2003), 1–6.

79Bu, “Educational Exchange,” 396.
80Gilman, Mandarins of the Future, 12.
81As Kamala Visweswaran and David Price have shown, the diagnosis of Clifford Geertz, who was a pivotal figure in the
US Cold War anthropology, of Indonesia and other “developing” nations as culturally backward, hence economically
underdeveloped and poor, was shaped by what we referred to here as the modernisation theory. On the shaping of
social sciences in the spirit of the modernisation theory, see Kamala Visweswaran, Un/common Cultures: Racism and
the Rearticulation of Cultural Difference (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 164–88; Price, Cold War Anthropology,
94–7.

82Margaret Mead, “Introduction,” in The Study of Culture at Distance, ed. Margaret Mead and Rhoda Métraux, The
Institute for Intercultural Studies (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000 [1st edn, 1953]), 3.
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precisely approached as the “motives or predispositions” underlying socially sanctioned
behaviour unconsciously transmitted from one generation to the other. Conversely,
individuals’ psychological development was rendered contingent upon their immediate
environment as shaped by their interactions with others. This, in turn, further dis-
proved the determinism of “inherited racial instincts” or biologically pre-determined
psychological stages84 while rendering the concept of national culture more specifically
as unconsciously learnt psychological patterns, which can be nonetheless identified by
means of observing individuals’ behaviour.85 This conceptualisation of culture is per-
fectecly in line with the dominant liberalist understanding of society, which conceives
of society (or nation) as a community of individuals.

Psychological patterns represented their basic unit of analysis. It was their combina-
tion with each other, which was deemed pivotal to determine a culture “type” or “style”.
Types and styles were, in turn, understood central to distinguish members of a nation
from others with whom they could share one or more patterns.86 Lastly, rearing
practices, psychological patterns, and types or styles were apprehended more as the
contingent product of the historical development of a given society than the biological
endowment of its members.87 This matched with Boas’ relativist stance against scientific
racism, allowing for the use of culture instead of race to become the main heuristic
according to which behavioural and psychological differences were explained at the
level of international relations. As Wendy Leeds-Hurwitz has noted, the then emerging
field of intercultural communication adopted Cold War anthropologists’ definition of
culture as a set of “characteristics shared by all members [of a nation] equally”88

alongside their commitment to respect, in principle, cultural diversity and mutuality.
However, the adoption of this conceptualisation of culture entailed inheriting Boas’
effacement of race as a heuristic necessary to understand conflict or hostility among
differently racially identified group populations; i.e. “Asian” international students
versus presumed white local students. To make sense of this seeming contradiction –
and therefore to shed light on the discursive preclusions in-built in any study approach-
ing cultural differences – it is necessary to approach cultural relativism as an anti-racist
strategy.89

As Thomas Fallace has observed, Mead and her colleagues never denied the epis-
temic utility of race to explain differences among social groups both at the physiological
and sociological level. Rather, they simply regarded, as Boas stated, “the ‘social stimulus’
(i.e. the geographical and social environment of the individual) to be infinitely more
potent than the biological mechanism”.90 Boas himself never suggested that social

84Fallace, Race and the Origins, 108.
85Geoffrey Gorer, “National Character: Theory and Practice,” in Mead and Métraux, The Study of Culture at Distance, 61–6.
86Ibid., 66.
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Institute for Intercultural Studies (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000 [1st edn, 1953]), 23.
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89We are here indebted to Alana Lentin’s work on anti-racism as a “heterogeneous phenomenon whose variants reveal
differing political allegiances, political aims and representative functions”: Alana Lentin, “Racial States, Anti-Racist
Responses: Picking Holes in ‘Culture’ and ‘Human Rights,’” European Journal of Social Theory 7, no. 4 (2004): 432. On
UNESCO’s tradition of anti-racism and its working as a political discourse disavowing the entanglement of race with
modern state-nations, see Lentin, “Racial States,” 427–43; Alana Lentin, “Replacing ‘Race’, Historicizing ‘Culture’ in
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groups identified as races were de facto equal or deserved of being treated as such. On
the contrary, he had far less radically argued that there was nothing innately inferior in
so called “primitive” or “coloured” people.91 Likewise, as Kamala Visweswaran has
noted, Boasian anthropologists like Mead had affirmed rather than contested the
epistemic importance of race. As she argues, this was the case because they saw race
inseparable from negative cultural judgments of inferiority – that is, racism. So that, to
expunge racism from the vocabulary of social scientists and therefore redeem the
neutrality of the concept, they separated the biological from the social in the under-
standing of culture.92 Put more simply, when they disputed that the biological endow-
ment of human races overdetermines their cultural behaviour, they did so insofar as
this enabled them to place race and culture in the realm of biology and sociology
respectively. As Benedict stated: “culture is the sociological term for learned behaviour,
behaviour which in man is not given at birth . . . whereas race ‘is biologically
transmitted’”.93 This distinction, in turn, enabled them to further distinguish race as
biological-scientific fact from the mystifying meanings attached to this fact – that is,
racism. Benedict, in particular, argued that it was racism and not race that required
scrutiny.94 Admittedly, she believed that, since racial differences per se could not be held
as the cause of social problems, persecution of and discrimination against minorities
had to be explained otherwise, the result of social dynamics extrinsic to the heuristic
compass of race.95 As Visweswaran has observed, the disjunction of culture from race,
and race from racism – a double shift which UNESCO’s statements on race and racial
prejudice reiterated in 1950–1951 and 1964–1967 respectively – has led to the para-
doxical situation of dealing with racism without talking of race. In other words, with
this shift, we witness cultural anthropologists’ failure to see race as a historical and
cultural formation in se, an objective reality iteratively engendered by racism.96

Via the work of Cold War anthropologists, culture replaced race as the rationale to
explain variety in human behaviour as well as conflict in the realm of international
relations. Yet, it was through the work of another cultural anthropologist, Edward Hall,
that culture became equated to communication and, accordingly, cultural differences
apprehended as communication styles. On the onset of Cold War, anthropologists were
likewise enlisted to the service of the newly established Foreign Service Institute (FSI),
which was funded in 1947 to prepare diplomatic personnel to their posts overseas.97

Hall too joined the FSI with the purpose of imparting to diplomats some basic knowl-
edge about the culture of their destination. As Wendy Leeds-Hurwitz recounted, Hall’s
conceptualisation of intercultural contact stemmed from his students’ need to minimise
the risk of communication failure or conflict when interacting with their prospective
hosts.98 Seemingly, Hall responded to such request by adapting national character
studies’ definition of culture to communication and thus defined the latter too as a
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learned pattern of distinctive units nonetheless identifiable by means of observation.99

Congruently, he shifted his research from whole cultural systems to those aspects of
communication that, according to him, albeit unconscious, overdetermine communica-
tion success or failure across cultural lines.100 Those who are familiar with the literature
can already notice how much Hall’s work still informs the field of international
education, where references to cultural assumptions as barriers to communication are
ubiquitous. More importantly, it is with Hall that we witness the exit of racism from the
stage of intercultural contact studies. Abiding by cultural relativism’s stance that racism
is caused by social dynamics extrinsic to race, Hall individuated these dynamics as a
lack of intercultural awareness and misunderstanding respectively, both avoidable by
means of training.

Hall’s vision of intercultural training as a solution to social tensions represents the last
stepping-stone to the discursive preclusion of race from the study of international educa-
tion while leaving the façade of respect for cultural diversity intact. Like his fellow Boasian
colleagues, Hall too was committed to avoiding negative value judgments. Accordingly, his
model seemingly entailed respect for cultural diversity and mutuality. Diplomats were
assumed to learn about others’ communication styles and, accordingly, adapt to them. As
the case study of Australia demonstrated, cultural diversity and mutuality had been, in
principle, the major premises of Cold War study schemes and internationalisation respec-
tively. Yet, as Smart, Volet, and Ang have shown, when faced with the reality of interna-
tional students’ social exclusion, domestic students’ failure to learn and adapt to other
cultures has been overlooked, leaving to the former the burden of overcoming commu-
nication barriers.101 As Visweswaran would argue, the more work culture is put to do in
lieu of race, the more discrimination against racialised minorities comes to be obfuscated as
a matter other than racism. To argue so, wemust turn to the tradition of studies which have
approached international students not much as state representatives of a Cold War post-
colonial order but as immigrants suffering from cultural shock.

Cultural distance: intercultural contact as trauma and deficiency

Cultural anthropologists were not the only experts involved in the bio-political
administration of ethnic minorities in the US and, accordingly, their discipline was
not the only one concerned with the study of immigrants’ adaptation to US
culture. Intercultural communication can in fact be likewise traced back to the
medical history of the early 1900s, when migrants appeared to be overrepresented
in the country’s mental health institutions.102 This observation led to a systematic
line of studies comparing immigrants to native born subjects with the aim of
establishing “immigration screening programs”.103 At this time, a genetic strand
of heredity studies challenged the idea that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny. This
tenet stemmed from Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s hypothesis that the acquired

99Ibid., 267–8.
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characteristics of individuals can be passed on from one generation to the next,
which is an idea he had postulated in the realm of natural sciences. Yet, social
scientists appropriate this postulate to argue that the success of past generations at
mastering their environment could and did predetermine the propensity of their
descendants to great achievements. Because of this conceptual transliteration, the
superiority of the white race could be rationalised as the result of Europeans’ past
scientific and artistic achievements, which, in turn, had made of their descendants
the embodiment of the most advanced sociological stage of human development.104

Contra to this stance, biologists embraced Gregor Mendel’s findings that genes do
not blend with others and, most importantly, do not modify over time.105 When
embracing this position, adaptation to environment and past achievements become
completely irrelevant to the development of individuals and, by logical extension,
the races to which they belong. Eugenicists were among those who took upon
Mendel’s findings and, accordingly, advocated that heredity alone explained differ-
ences in as much social behaviour as intellectual achievements across and within
races.106 As a result of this stance, the early 1900s bore witness to the invention of
standardised intelligence tests such as the Binet-Simon alongside an avalanche of
comparative studies proclaiming the cognitive deficiency of America’s non-white
populations – Native, African, Mexican, Asian and Eastern, and Southern
European – while vehemently advocating their segregation in special schools or
classes oriented to practical or industrial education.107 In this scientific climate,
not surprisingly, medical studies on immigrants rested on the assumption that
their mental dysfunctions were genetically inherited108 and not, for instance,
caused by their status of persona non grata.

In any case, the end of the WWII had marked the end of scientific racism in the field of
medical studies too, making the mental health of immigrants the object proper of
psychoanalysis.109 It was in fact a psychoanalyst, Cesar Garza Guerrero, who introduced
“culture shock” as a category of intercultural contact analysis. Guerrero first employed this
concept to describe the experience of migrants facing a new culture as a “stressful, anxiety-
provoking situation” further aggravated by immigrants mourning the loss of their love
objects: family, friends, food as well as cultural values, customs, and attitudes.110 He saw

104Fallace, Race and the Origins, 13–14.
105Ibid., 85.
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stress and mourning equally as a threat to the identity of “newcomers” and, accordingly,
regarded immigrants’ adaptation to a new culture as a measure of their capacity to develop
a new identity, one which is at home in the host culture.111 In the meantime, as a result of
the Boasian shift from nature to environment, and from race to culture as explanation of
variety in human behaviour, disparities in intellectual performance among “coloured” as
well immigrant students began to be explained as the result of either cultural differences or
a “deprived social” environment.112 Yet, in both instances, students continued to be seen as
“deficient” – if not genetically, then culturally or socially.113

When regarded as much as immigrants as ambassadors of their nations, the deficiency
paradigm – whether genetic or cultural – explains why international students and not
domestic students have been expected to overcome communication barriers. Likewise, it
clarifies why experts in the field have continued to characterise international students as
“deficient” learners. This characterisation did not in fact disappear with the phasing out of
Cold War study schemes. Rather, it intersected with the succeeding conceptualisations of
culture shock as these have been developed in the literature on intercultural contact. In the
1970s, culture shock was refined into the “stress and coping model”, which approached
intercultural contact as less a medical condition than stress-inducing life event which
commands immigrants to develop coping strategies.114 In the 1980s, the stress and coping
model was replaced by the “culture learning” one, which conceived of intercultural contact
less a psychological phenomenon than a socio-cultural one – that is, a “learning experience”
which calls for a dynamic process of cultural “adjustment”.115 The “learning experience”
model fuses the anthropological and medical approach to intercultural contact so far
illustrated, in that – framed in pedagogical terms – problems of adjustment to a new culture
were reconfigured as a matter of social and communication deficiency which can be over-
come by means of “preparation, orientation, and the acquisition of culturally relevant social
skills”.116 Those who are familiar with the literature on international students can see how the
legacy of early twentieth-century race debate, as embedded in the concept of culture shock,
underpins the problematisation of international students as deficient – that is, their repre-
sentation as pedagogical subjects lacking the epistemic skills that enabled the West to
champion modernity: critical thinking, intellectual autonomy, and the will to inquiry.117

The deficit view has been deeply entrenched in discourses regarding the pedagogy of
international students, mostly because of the intersection of the “learning experience”model
with another conceptual tenet in the field of intercultural communication: culture distance.
Geert Hofstede elaborated this concept in his best-selling Culture’s Consequences (1980) with
the objective of predicting variations in organisational culture from one country to another.
To do so, he drew from national character studies and consequently defined culture as “the
collective programming ofmind which distinguishes themembers of one human group from
another”.118 On the basis of this definition, Hofstede elaborated four interrelated cultural
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dimensions according to which nations’ dominant values can be compared to and contrasted
with each other: individualism versus collectivism, low versus high tolerance of distance to
power, low versus high avoidance of uncertainty, and, lastly masculinity versus femininity.119

Hofstede developed these as a tool to measure cultural differences in spatial/physical
terms – that is, to determine the degree to which individuals who share different
national cultures perceive distance from each other. Because of this definition, it goes
unsaid that the greater cultural differences are understood to be, the more their bearers
will be expected to be distant from each other. Yet, Hofstede himself never correlated
the four cultural dimensions with each other and, more importantly, he never ordered
the resulting scattered distribution of national characteristics into mutually exclusive
macro-categories such as western and eastern. However, from study to study, it is has
become almost common sense to represent members of nations which are collective-
oriented as less independent, competitive, open to change, and intolerant of power
disparities than those belonging to individual-oriented nations.120 Likewise, European
and European-derived liberal-democratic nations have become associated with the
cultural traits characteristic of individualist societies while Asian nations have become
linked to the cultural traits attributed to collectivist societies.121 On the basis of such
attributions, studies of international students have mapped western and eastern cultures
as oppositional to each other and further marked western nations with an aggressive
masculinity in contrast to a wide range of feminised eastern ones. The plethora itself of
studies, conferences, and workshops carrying the modifier “Asian”, “South-East Asian”,
or “Confucian heritage” in their titles from the 1980s to today bears witness to the
continued legacy of Cold War Orientalist representation of Colombo Plan students –
that is, the stereotypical view of “Asian” international students as “passive, rote learners,
lacking in critical thinking and independent learning skills and prone to plagiarism”.122

The principle of cultural distance has been uncritically adopted in the field of inter-
national education, making the assumption that it exacerbates international students’
adaptation to a host culture self-evident. Distance has then become the rationale accord-
ing to which problematising phenomena ranging from academic and emotional distress
to failure at inter-cultural mixing and overt hostility123 as much the theoritical framework
through which envision solutions: cultural awareness training courses for university
staff;124 and the promotion of “intercultural knowledge” by means of study abroad
programmes; the inclusion in curricula of foreign languages alongside intercultural
communication or interdisciplinary programnes such as area or regional studies in the
curricula.125 Congruently, “intercultural knowledge” and “understanding” figure predo-
minantly in the aforementioned most referenced definition of internationalisation:

119Ibid., 65–210.
120Ward, Furnham, and Bochner, The Psychology of Culture Shock, 12.
121Ibid., 13–15.
122Janette Ryan, “Teaching and Learning for International Students: Towards a Transcultural Approach,” Teachers and
Teaching 17, no. 6 (2011): 637; Trevor Grimshaw, “Concluding Editorial: The Needs of International Students
Rethought – Implications for the Policy and Practice of Higher Education,” Teachers and Teaching 17, no. 6 (2011):
705.

123Brigid Ballard, “Academic Adjustment: The Other Side of the Export Dollar,” Higher Education Research & Development
6, no. 2 (1987): 109–19.

124Smart, Volet, and Ang, Fostering Social Cohesion, 36–41.
125Fazal Rizvi, “Internationalization of Curriculum: A Critical Perspective,” in The SAGE Handbook of Research in
International Education, ed. Mary Hayden, Jack Levy, and John Jeff Thompson (London: Sage, 2007) 391–3.
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Internationalization at the national, sector, and institutional levels is defined as the process
of integrating an international, intercultural, or global dimension into the purpose, func-
tions or delivery of postsecondary education. The concept of integration is specifically used
to denote the process of infusing or embedding the international and intercultural dimen-
sion into policies and programs to ensure that the international dimension remains central,
not marginal, and is sustainable. (emphasis added)126

The infusion of pedagogical and administrative practices with intercultural elements such
as the above-listed has been widely critiqued. Glauco De Vita and Peter Case have proved
how this strategy has reduced intercultural learning to a consumable educational
commodity.127 Fazal Rizvi and Lucas Walsh have likewise demonstrated how the appre-
hension of other cultures as static and harmonious has not been disrupted but perpe-
tuated by the neoliberal imperative to educate interculturally competent students.128 Yet,
neither of these critiques has superseded intercultural communication as the central
principle of internationalisation. Considering that most studies have regarded intercul-
turalism as an effect of the marketisation of higher education, this failure might be a
consequence of the lack of engagement with the history of its uses as a technology of race
concealment. Intercultural communication tenets of culture shock, cultural skills, and
distance have in fact rendered issues rising from the devaluation of epistemic traditions
other than western as a matter other than racism, effectively removing anti-racist policies
from the scope of international education studies.

Conclusion

In this article, we shed light on the epistemic conditions precluding a de-colonial critique of
international education. We traced the origin of the field’s conceptual tenets to cultural
anthropology and medicine as applied to “native”, “coloured” minorities, white ethnic
immigrants, and postcolonial nation-states respectively in the early 1900s and 1950s. In the
process, we demonstrated how these tenets stem from cultural anthropologists’ efforts to
eradicate racism by replacing the category of race with that of culture. As we argued in this
article, this replacement has not been devoid of consequence. Rather, as Visweswaran has
observed, it has led to the paradoxical situation of debating racial discrimination as a matter
other than racism: cultural deprivation, culture shock, and, lastly, cultural distance.We also
unravelled how the unspoken division of labour between scholars of race and education
and scholars of international education represent the outcome of discursive formations
ambivalently positioning international students as both cultural ambassadors and immi-
grants. When this double position is taken into account, the history of international
students tells us a history which differs significantly from that recounted by the scholars
in the field. Whereas, for instance, the periodisation that Dolby and Rahman elaborated
emphasises international education’s interdependence on globalisation, the genealogy here
developed proves the influence that Cold War epistemology as informed by cultural
anthropology still has in determining what can be studied in the field and how.

126Knight, “Updating the Definition of Internationalization,” 2–3.
127Glauco De Vita and Peter Case, “Rethinking the Internationalisation Agenda in UK Higher Education,” Journal of
Further and Higher Education 27, no. 4 (2003): 387–9.

128Fazal Rizvi and Walsh Lucas, “Difference, Globalisation and the Internationalisation of Curriculum,” Australian
Universities’ Review, 41 (1998): 2, 9–10.
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